
                   Quick installation guide. Reed the user manual carefully before installation.

P.1

Place mounting template in correct and best position.

The chain centre line should match the bow roller

centre line. Cut hole according to template.

When using rope/chain combo its important to cut the

hole according to picture P.5. Hole in deck should be

angled forward to make the rope go freely 

down into the anchor locker

             Improper installation will result in

           a void in warranty
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P.6

Add sealant on deck unit.

Grease shaft well with seawater resistant grease.

             Improper installation will result in

           a void in warranty

P.7

Before mounting gear motor unit.

Spray flang well with anti corrosion wax.

Use Tectyl, Terreson Multi Wax 103 or

CRC Heavy Duty Corrosion Inhibitor 

or simmilar anti corrosion/rust wax products.

             Improper installation will result in

           a void in warranty

Motor can be mounted in 4 different way.

If possible we recommend to mount motor pointing to

starboard side, then motor will be far away from

the rope and chain.

P.8

After mounting the gear motor unit, and function test.

Spray the complete under deck unit well 

with anti corrosion wax. This is important to get

a trouble free operation in years to come.

The salty environment in the anchor locker is extreme,

and over time will damage the gearbox and motor.

Use Tectyl, Terreson Multi Wax 103 or

CRC Heavy Duty Corrosion Inhibitor 

or simmilar anti corrosion/rust wax products.

             Improper installation will result in

           a void in warranty



                                                   Electrical installation:

         Solenoid should be mounted on a dry place.      We recomend to spray al electrical 

         Do not mount the solenoid inside the anchor locker.      connectors with anti corrussion spray.

     WD40 CRC565 or simmilar products.

                     Wiring diagram Barracuda 600-900 and Dolphin 1000. 2 wire motor.

                         Wiring diagram for Dolphin 1200 Mako 1200 - 1500 Aquarius 2500
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